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We started out in 2021 with high hopes of a much better year than the pandemic interuptions of 

2020. The year 2021 did eventually get a lot better, but the early and middle periods of the year 

were very much upset by Covid restrictions. The Coronavirus impacted hugely on our lives in general 

and curtailed the Branches activities completely on occasions. In between the “lockdown” periods 

and towards the end of the year as restrictions eased, we did manage to get some riding in and get 

back to some of our social functions. 

It was again a very disrupted year, and still quite difficult from the Committee’s point of view. The 

planning and decisions which we had to make well in advance of events could not be made with 

confidence because the Coronavirus restrictions were not predictable with any level of surety. In the 

end, many of the decisions were made for us by the conditions at the time. 

• The Christmas Function was not run due to the very limited time to organise a function after 

coming out of a major lockdown period, and the community restrictions limitations on 

gathering numbers 

• The Melbourne Branch Odyssey was proposed for Mansfield, but we cancelled when the 

community restrictions for Covid19 meant that it was impossible. 

• Sunday Rides ran whenever able thanks to Ride Coordinator Mike Fittall and all of the ride 

leaders, and were often under limitations of gathering numbers. A ride starting from two of 

the four (five?) Start Points was arranged to mark the end of the larger lockdown period. 

• Saturday morning coffees ran whenever able under the restrictions 

• Monthly social evenings started again later in the year, and have settled in comfortably for 

most of us as a mid-week function at the Mulgrave Country Club. 

• A good number of individual rides were run very successfully by members and enjoyed by 

those who participated: Andrew Kennedy’s Tallangatta 4 day ride, Steve Bayles Silo Art tour, 

Greg Gleasons Tassie tour, John Cook’s Tallangatta ride, the Alpine Ride with John Cook, and 

a few others. 

• An increasing number of midweek rides were run using the organisational advantage of our 

Facebook page. 

 

It is my honour to acknowledge the following member and friend of Melbourne Branch who passed 

away during the past year: Michael (Mick) Hedger. 

 



I would like to acknowledge the Branches financial sponsors, who’s contribution allows us to run the 

website and publish the Spare Tyre with no nett cost to the members. Both of the businesses - BM 

Motorcycles in Ringwood and Andy Strapz are personal favourites of mine and I confidently 

recommend their products and services to the members. Please do support those who support us, 

and take advantage of the friendly and professional service from BM Motorcycles and Andy Strapz. 

I make no apology for leaving the following paragraph un-edited from last years report, 

unfortunately it is relevant again this year: At the conclustion of last years report, I said: “This report 

is being prepared in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic which I trust that we’ll be able to look 

back on in the next annual report”. Unfortunately the pandemic is still very much a contemporary 

view and we cannot look back on it yet. We will prevail, and get back to doing all of the things that 

we love to do in life and motorcycling!  We do appear to be in a better situation at the moment, with 

weekly rides pretty much un-restricted and regional travel also permitted. So hopefully next year I 

will be able to edit out this paragraph entirely! 

Please do take care out on the roads, ride often and carefully. 

See you out there! 

Brian Lacey 


